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Abstract 

     Biomedical and bioinformatics datasets are generally large in terms of their number of features - and include redundant and irrelevant features, which affect the effectiveness and efficiency of classification of these datasets. Several different features selection methods have been utilised in various fields, including bioinformatics, to reduce the number of features. This study utilised Filter-Wrapper combination and embedded (LASSO) feature selection methods on both high and low dimensional datasets before classification was performed. The results illustrate that the combination of filter and wrapper feature selection to create a hybrid form of feature selection provides better performance than using filter only. In addition, LASSO performed better on high dimensional data.  
     Keywords: Bioinformatics; Gene Expression Data; Feature Selection; Filter Methods; Wrapper Methods. 
1      Introduction 
A feature is a stand-alone characteristic of an instance being observed that can be 
readily measured. A set of features can be used in machine learning algorithm for 
classification [1]. Feature selection has been a growing and developing research 
field since the 1970’s and has proven productive for removing redundant and 
irrelevant features, thereby increasing learning task efficiency and the predictive 
performance of learning methods, as well as improving abilities for 
comprehending the results from learning methods [2]. ‘Feature selection’ is a term 
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commonly used in machine learning and statistics. It involves the selection of a 
subset of relevant features, before the construction of a model. Feature selection 
has been used on various ranges of data, including both low and high dimensional 
data. With regard to high dimensional data it is basically used to remove 
redundant and unwanted features. There is a clear and recognised  need for feature 
selection techniques with regard to several applications of bioinformatics [3]. 
Biomedical and bioinformatics related data usually have a large number of input 
features and are characterized by high dimensionality that can significantly 
increase the computational burden [4].While there are cases which have low 
numbers of features, these are usually rare. The redundant features do not 
contribute to modelling a better predictor, since the information they provide is 
basically presented by other feature(s) [5]. It is imperative to know that redundant 
features negatively affect the performance of a model, and in order to achieve 
better performance, it is desirable to perform feature selection. Furthermore, 
features which are irrelevant do not only negatively affect the accuracy of 
classifiers, but also create added difficulties when searching for useful knowledge 
[3]. The exclusion of irrelevant features facilitates the visualization of data and 
hence makes the computational models more easily understood. Therefore, feature 
selection, a concept whose purpose is the  finding of a subset of discriminative 
features, becomes essential, and is widely recognised as one of the centrally 
important areas in biomedical and bioinformatics data mining [6]. It is worth 
considering the cost minimization of database storage and management that 
occurs through feature selection, as it reduces the initially required measurement 
and storage [2]. Genetic data are found largely in microarray databases. When 
such data are properly analysed, the comprehension and understanding of 
medicine and biology can be improved. The genetic mechanism of proteins and 
cancers can be inspected by carrying out several microarray experiments and, over 
time, systematic approaches have been utilized for both the classification of 
different cancer types and to differentiate between noncancerous and cancerous 
tissues, as well as identifying protein structures [7]. Over the last decade, machine 
learning methods have been utilized in the analysis of microarray data. Various 
approaches have been implemented in order to: (i) classify several cancer types; 
(ii) distinguish between noncancerous and cancerous samples and; (iii) identify 
the aggressive progression of some subtypes of cancer. These analyses are all 
targeted towards the generation of interpretations from complex datasets which 
are biologically meaningful and thus to suggest an experimental follow-up. 
Microarray analysis is utilized for finding discriminating biomarkers which assists 
in the identification of tissue types and which has wide application in cancer 
studies. However, the classification of  data samples in microarray data is not an 
easy task due to the vast number of genes involved, which goes up to the tens of 
thousands, and the inversely low number of samples which amount to hundreds  
[8] . Feature selection can be used to tackle this problem, enabling the most 
informative genes to be discovered. The basic feature selection types are; filter, 
wrapper, embedded, and hybrid [2, 3, 7].  
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The filter selection method chooses variables regardless of the model used. This 
method is based only on the general features, such as the association with the 
variable, to predict. The filter methods work by suppressing variables that are 
least interesting. The non-suppressed variables will be a part of a regression or a 
classification model which is used for the classification or prediction of data. 
Filter methods are robust in terms of overfitting and showing effectiveness in 
computation time [9]. As a general rule, these methods estimate a relevance score, 
while a threshold scheme is used to select the best-scoring features/genes. Filter 
techniques are not necessarily used to build predictors [10]. Taking the distributed 
data into consideration, filters can be categorized as among parametric and non-
parametric methods. Parametric filters assume equal distribution of samples in 
different classes, such ANOVA , chi-squared and Bayesian [3]. However, this 
assumption cannot be guaranteed in most datasets. Therefore, the utilization of 
non-parametric methods might yield a better result when there is uncertainty 
regarding the dataset distribution. Examples of non-parametric filters are ReliefF, 
Information gain and Gain ratio. In the wrapper based feature selection, the 
evaluation is performed on subsets of the variables, through which, unlike with 
the use of filter methods, the possible communications between the variables can 
be observed. This is achieved by using the classifier accuracy [3]. Wrappers 
choose the best subset of features that gives highest accuracy to the model. The 
result of this selection usually consists of fewer number of features with robust 
discriminative power [11]. In addition, wrappers are classifier dependent, and 
hence the same result is not guaranteed when another classifier is applied [10, 12]. 
Therefore, whenever a wrapper method is used, it is recommended that different 
classifiers are applied for the feature selection. The third type of feature selection 
is embedded methods. This is similar to wrapper approaches, in that they are 
dependent on a given learning algorithm. Nevertheless, these methods can interact 
with the classifier, while being less computationally intensive than wrapper 
methods [3, 10]. Hence, embedded methods are expected to combine the 
efficiency of filters with the accuracy of wrappers. They are implemented in such 
a manner that their built-in feature selection is performed by the reduction of 
features. LASSO and RIDGE regression are two major examples of the embedded 
method [2, 3].  In this paper, we investigate the performance of these three 
features selection methods for biological datasets.  
2      Related Work 
Various feature selection methods have been used by researchers for protein and 
gene related dataset selection and classification. These methods have been proven 
to be effective, though none of them have been shown to be the best method 
available. In previous studies, different kinds of feature selections were applied - 
including filters and wrappers, as well as the combination of the two.  Researchers 
[13] have applied the combination of four filter methods, namely; Information 
Gain, x2, Odds-Ratio, and Correlation Coefficient with Genetic Programming 
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(GP), in order to gain the advantages provided by the different metrics. Doing so 
increased the efficiency, as well as providing higher accuracy, through an 
aggressive reduction in features. However, applying GP directly to high 
dimensional data is computationally expensive. In another study [14], a 
combination of information theory and LASSO was utilised for feature selection. 
Their analysis showed that the proposed method was effective. Another study [15] 
used entropy gain and neighbourhood roughest to overcome the deexcitation 
problems of roughest when used for gene selection, as well as to improve the 
accuracy of classification. In other research [16], a family of embedded methods 
for backward feature selection using SVM was utilized. Their method showed 
better accuracy with regard to four out of six databases. A further study [17] 
utilized a hybrid form of filter and wrapper, consisting of information gain and 
standard genetic algorithm. In other research [18], a bid to tackle the issue of time 
consumption, cost, and efficiency while investigating protein post-translational 
modification, utilised Dagging method as a classification technique in the 
prediction of N-formylated methionine. Minimum Redundancy, Maximum 
Relevance (mRMR) and Incremental Feature Selection (IFS) were used as the 
feature selection methods. mRMR is used for ranking features, from the most 
important to the least important, and IFS is used in the selection of the optimal 
features from amongst the ranked features. The model which adopted the 
optimized features performed best, with an accuracy of 90.74% and MCC value of 
0.7478. The same method has also been used  for the classification of protein 
domain [19], and it was proposed that this would be a more useful complement to 
methods like DoMpro, Globplot, and Domcut. Jia and Du [20] also used minimal 
redundancy, maximal relevance (mRMR) as a method of feature selection in the 
prediction of Golgi-resident protein by discretizing the features to (-1, 0, +1). 
Ahmad et al. [21] on the other hand, utilised the Fisher selection method to reduce 
noise and redundant features, before the classification of sub-Golgi protein. Yuan 
et al. [22] maximized correlation information using a method known as Maximum 
Correlation Information (MCI). This method evaluated the importance of each 
feature by maximizing the correlation information between the class coding space 
and the feature space. The main contribution of the current research work is to 
explore the application of a combination of feature selection methods based on 
filter, wrapper, and embedded approaches and to give a comparative analysis 
using six well-known gene expression datasets, which include the low and high 
dimensional structure.  
3      Methodology 
3.1      Datasets 
Six datasets (three high dimensional datasets and three low dimensional datasets) 
were analysed in this research. The high dimensional datasets are a leukaemia 
cancer dataset, a colon cancer dataset, and prostate cancer microarray datasets. 
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The dataset of leukaemia was originally presented  in Golub et al. [23]. The 
dataset was generated from a gene expression study in two types of acute 
leukaemia: acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) and, acute lymphoblastic leukaemia 
(ALL). The levels of gene expression were measured using Affymetrix high-
density oligonucleotide arrays which consist of 6817 genes - although this was 
reduced to 3051 genes and further analysed by Golub et al. [23]. The data consist 
of 25 cases of AML and, 47 cases of ALL (38 B-cell ALL and 9 T-cell ALL). The 
dataset was further pre-processed by Dudoit et al. [24]. The colon cancer 
microarray data set was originally analysed by Alon et al. [25]. The original 
authors of the data set performed treatment on the raw data from the Affymetrix 
oligonucleotide arrays. The intensity of the full-length gene of a particular array is 
divided by the mean intensity of all the full-length gene on the same array and 
multiplied by an average nominal intensity of 50, in order to offset all the possible 
variations which can exist between the arrays.  The dataset is a binary class, 
consisting of normal and tumour tissue samples. The total number of samples are 
62 and total gene numbers after pre-processing by previous authors is 2000. This 
microarray data set was originally analysed by Singh et al. [26]. The prostate 
cancer dataset consists of 102 patterns of gene expression, where 50 of the 
samples are normal prostate specimens and the other 52 are tumours. The dataset, 
which is a gene expression data, is based on oligonucleotide microarray, and 
consists of approximately 12600 genes. After pre-processing the remaining 
number of genes in the data set is 6033. The low dimensional dataset are Yeast 
Protein localization sites dataset, E-coli protein localization sites dataset, and 
Mice protein expression dataset, which were retrieved from the UCI database 
repository. The Yeast dataset contains 1484 instances and 9 attributes. The E-coli 
dataset contains 336 instances and 8 attributes. The Mice protein dataset contains 
1071 instances and 9 attributes. These datasets are all bioinformatics related 
datasets of protein and gene expression. These datasets which contain missing 
values are pre-processed and the data have been normalized as well.  

 
Table 1: The six high and low dimensional dataset characteristics 

Datasets # features # samples type # classes 
Colon 2000 62 High dimensional 2 (22- 40) 
Prostate 6033 102 High dimensional 2 (50-52) 
Leukaemia 3051 72 High dimensional 2 (47-25) 
Mice Protein 82 1080 Low dimensional 8 classes 
Yeast 8 1484 Low dimensional 10 classes 
E. coli 7 336 Low dimensional 8 classes 

3.2      Applied feature selection methods 
Three features selection methods were implemented in this study. These methods 
are ReliefF filter, Wrapper, and LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection 
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Operator). The first two methods were applied using Weka machine learning tool 
packages  [27] while Rapid miner was used for the third.. Filter feature selections 
are generally applicable for handling high dimensional datasets, in which the 
feature numbers are considerably larger than the sample numbers. However, the 
results of such methods are not sufficiently accurate and robust to depend on, 
because they do not receive assessment feedback from the applied model [12]. 
Consequently, their use as a pre-processing route, before the final selection is 
being made, could be the best possible approach [28]. In this study, ReliefF was 
employed, due to its unique performance in bioinformatics applications [9]. 
Further, it was observed in the current study that ReliefF showed better 
performance compared to that of the other filters. The ReliefF filter [29] acts by 
ranking the features  according to their highest correlation with a specific class, 
while their distance to the other class is also taken into account [30]. This method 
has a number of advantages, such as its independency on heuristics, its short 
running time, and the fact that it is powerful against noise. If a dataset belonging 
to a binary class with n samples and f features for each sample is assumed, the 
algorithm takes t number of iterations. Initially, a zero-filled f-length weight 
vector (W) is generated. For each iteration, the feature vector (x) of a randomly 
selected instance was compared with the feature vector of a closest instance to it 
(using Euclidian distance) from both of the classes. The same class instance 
having closest distance is described as ‘near-hit’, while the opposite class nearest 
instance is described as  ‘near-miss’ [31]. The weight vector was updated as 
follow; 

= − − + −  
The result of the weight vector for each feature after the total number of iterations 
was divided by the t number of iterations. This value is ranked according to the p-
value or a threshold value. 
WrapperSubsetEval is a default wrapper method in Weka tool which was 
implemented using greedy stepwise search in this study. It is a well-known form 
of wrapper feature selections search method which involves adding or removing 
the features based on their discriminative powers [32]. In the current work, the 
forward feature selection scheme was used for feature selection in the greedy 
stepwise mode. LASSO is a feature selection which is embedded in a classifier. It 
is a powerful method that performs two main tasks: regularization and feature 
selection. The LASSO method puts a constraint on the sum of the absolute values 
of the model parameters; the sum has to be less than a fixed value (upper bound). 
In order to do so the method applies a shrinking (regularization) process, where it 
penalizes the coefficients of the regression variables, shrinking some of them to 
zero.  
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3.3      Experimental Design 
During the features selection process, the variables that still have a non-zero 
coefficient after the shrinking process are selected to be part of the model, with 
the goal of minimizing the prediction error. Prediction analysis is carried out on 
all the datasets using classifiers which are commonly used in machine learning 
predictive analysis. These classifiers are: Bayes Net, Support Vector Machine, 
Naïve Bayes, and k-Nearest Neighbour. These classifiers were evaluated based on 
the accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity and G-mean both before and after feature 
selection was conducted on the datasets.  Wrapper and LASSO were used for the 
low dimensional datasets in two different applications, while for the high 
dimensional data, RreliefF filter is used as first step then LASSO and wrapper are 
applied on its result, again in two separate applications. The RreliefF filter was 
used in ranking the attributes according to their importance in 10-fold cross 
validation form. Subsequently, the first 100 high ranked attributes were used in 
classification. LASSO and wrapper were then separately applied on the filtered 
dataset of 100 attributes. The experimental design of this research is shown in Fig. 
1. This study implemented feature selection for each classifier separately, in order 
to avoid biased results. Moreover, when there are an insufficient number of 
observations, there would be a risk of overfitting, whereas using wrappers on a 
large number of variables causes an increase in the computational time necessary 
[33]. For these reasons, the high dimensional datasets were first filtered and then 
the wrapper method was applied. 

 
Fig. 1:   Experimental Design  
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4      Results, Analysis and Discussions  
The accuracy of the classifiers with regard to the original high and low 
dimensional datasets were evaluated first. A 10-fold cross validation was applied 
with each classifier for the training and testing. The results in Table 2 illustrate 
that although Support Vector Machine presented the highest classification 
accuracy amongst all the classifiers, it does not provide better performance on low 
dimensional datasets. 

 
Table 2: Accuracy of Classifiers with Original Dataset 

Dataset  
Classifier 

Bayes Net 
(%) 

Naïve 
Bayes (%) 

k-Nearest 
Neighbour (%) 

Support Vector 
Machine (%) 

Prostate 82.35 62.75 85.29 91.18 
Colon 88.71 83.87 77.58 88.71 
Leukaemia 97.22 97.22 97.22 98.61 
Mice Protein 94.35 87.50 99.26 100.00 
Yeast 56.74 57.61 52.29 57.01 
E-coli 82.09 85.37 80.30 84.48 

 
The features of the three high dimensional datasets were ranked using ReliefF 
filter feature selection method using 10-fold cross validation. Thus, the features 
are ordered based on the ranking results. To avoid overfitting in the next steps of 
feature selections (wrapper), possible due to having low number of samples, the 
first 100 important attributes were selected. Subsequently. these features were 
used by the four classifiers. The results of the classifiers performance are 
tabulated in Table 3-a and 3-b. Results in bold indicate the best accuracy for each 
dataset using the same classifier. Results highlighted in grey, show the best 
selected approach for each dataset. The dashed cells indicate that the method is 
not appropriate for application. The results show that generally the accuracy of the 
classifiers on the filtered dataset illustrate better results, when compared with the 
one on original datasets. However, for the leukaemia dataset this was true only for 
the BN classifier. It was noticed that the features of the low dimensional datasets 
were not selected by the filter since it has a low number of initial features, and 
that using the filter gives discrimination ability to all features. 
In the next step, wrapper feature selection was applied to the six datasets. For the 
high dimensional datasets, it was applied to the reduced dataset with 100 
attributes that were selected by the ReliefF filter method, which is considered a 
hybrid method. Table 3-a illustrates the better performance of the hybrid feature 
selection method (combined filter and wrapper) on the high dimensional datasets. 
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The accuracy of this hybrid method was better (in 10 out of 12 cases) when 
compared with the accuracy of the same classifiers applied on original and filtered 
datasets. 
 

Table 3-a: classifiers accuracy applied on high and low dimensional datasets 
before and after application of filter, wrapper, and LASSO. 

Dataset Status Bayes 
Net (%) 

Naïve 
Bayes 
(%) 

k-Nearest 
Neighbour 
(%) 

Support 
Vector 
Machine 
(%) 

Lasso 
(%) 

Prostate 
original 82.35 62.75 85.29 91.18 96.09 
 filtered  94.12 93.14 91.18 93.14 96.09 
wrapper 93.14 97.06 95.10 94.12 - 

Colon 
original 88.71 83.87 77.58 88.71 93.81 
filtered 87.10 88.71  82.26 88.71 87.14 
wrapper 91.94 90.32 87.10 91.94 - 

Leukaemia 
original 97.22 97.22 97.22 98.61 96.07 
filtered 98.61 95.83 95.83 97.22 94.64 
wrapper 100.00 97.22 84.72 98.61 - 

Mice 
Protein 

original 94.35 87.50 99.26 100.00 99.17 
filtered - - - - - 
wrapper 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 - 

Yeast 
original 56.74 57.62 52.29 57.01 56.94 
filtered - - - - - 
wrapper 56.74 57.88 52.16 56.67 - 

E-coli 
original 82.09 85.37 80.30 84.48 81.22 
filtered - - - - - 
wrapper 82.09 85.37 81.20 83.88 - 

 
As mentioned earlier, wrapper feature selection was applied on the low 
dimensional dataset without any prior feature selection. By comparing this result 
with the accuracy of classifiers on the original data, as shown in Table 3-a, it can 
be noticed that the accuracy of classifiers on the datasets after using wrapper 
feature selection was better for the Mice Protein dataset, which showed better 
result for all classifiers. However, for the other two low dimensional datasets, 
improvements have been obtained with regard to some classifiers only. 
However, this study used some datasets that contain an imbalanced number of 
samples for binary class datasets (the Colon and Leukaemia datasets). To draw a 
better conclusion of the model performance, it may not be sufficient to rely on 
accuracy alone. For this reason, we have used sensitivity, specificity as well as G-
mean (the square root of sensitivity multiplied by specificity) of the achieved 
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performance as presented in Table 3-b for high dimensional datasets and Table 3-
c for low dimensional datasets. The results in bold represent the best sensitivity, 
specificity and G-mean for each dataset using the same classifier. In addition, for 
each dataset, results highlighted in grey show the best selected approaches for 
each of the three measures: sensitivity, specificity and G-mean.  
Table 3-b illustrates that for imbalanced, high dimensional datasets the models’ 
performance on the original and filtered datasets are generally affected by the 
skewed samples in terms of specificity and sensitivity. However, this effect was 
not sufficiently significant. Moreover, the imbalance in the results between 
sensitivity and specificity is not pronounced after the application of the wrapper 
feature selection models. This indicates that the wrapper application is better 
when compared with other models.  
 
Table 3-b: classifiers sensitivity, specificity and G-mean applied on high and low dimensional datasets before 

and after the application of filter, wrapper, and LASSO. 

 
Taking sensitivity and specificity into account individually, we can see that there 
are few models that possess high specificity or sensitivity only, while the wrapper 
model presented high sensitivity and specificity among all the datasets. As 
mentioned previously, the bold value in the Table 3-b indicates improvement in 
sensitivity and specificity for each classifier, while those highlighted in grey 
indicated the best approach among all classifiers for each dataset. 
Furthermore, in terms of G-mean, if we compare the results with the accuracy of 
the same classifier, we can see that the results are quite similar to each other, with 
only a slight difference in some classifiers. This implies satisfaction with regard to 
most of the models’ accuracy. The highest value of G-mean is once again 
obtained in the wrapper applications.  

Dataset Status 
Bayes Net (%) Naïve Bayes (%) k-Nearest Neighbour (%) Support Vector Machine (%) Lasso 

(%) 

Spec. Sens. G-mean Spec. Sens. G-mean Spec. Sens. G-mean Spec. Sens. G-mean Spec. Sen. G-mean 

Prostate 

original 84.0 80.8 82.4 50.0 75.0 61.2 84.0      86.5 85.2 92.0 90.4   91.0 100.0 92.3 96.1 

 filtered  98.0 90.4 94.1 96.0 90.4 93.2 94.0 88.5 91.2 96.0 90.4 93.2 98.0 94.0 96.0 

wrapper 94.0 92.3 93.0 98.0 96.2 97.1 96.0 94.2 95.1 98.0 90.4 94.1   - - - 

Colon 

original 86.4 90.0 88.2 77.3 87.5 82.2   68.2 75.0 71.5 86.4 90.0 88.2 95.5 92.5 94.0 

filtered 86.4 87.5 86.9 86.4 90.0 88.2 68.2 90.0 78.3 86.4 90.0 88.2 81.8 90.0 85.8 

wrapper 95.5 90.0 92.7 90.9 90.0 90.4 81.8 90.0 85.3    86.4 95.0 90.6 - - - 

Leukaemia 

original 97.9 96.0 96.9 100.0    92.0 95.9   95.7 100.0 97.8 100.0 96.0 98.0 100.0  93.8 

filtered 97.9 100.0 98.9 95.7 96.0 95.8 97.9 92.0 94.9 97.9 96.0 96.9 100.0 84.0 91.7 

wrapper 100.0 100.0 100.0 97.9 96.0 96.9 89.4 76.0 82.4 100.0 96.0 98.0 - - - 
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The sensitivity and specificity of the low dimensional datasets are not included in 
Table 3-c due to the high number of classes of such datasets. Nevertheless, they 
are balanced datasets. For this reason, we depend on the value of G-mean for 
comparison. It can be seen that the G-mean value of the low dimensional datasets 
are also similar with regard to their accuracy. This indicates that the classifiers 
performance is not biased. 
 
Table 3-c: classifiers G-mean applied on low dimensional datasets before and after the application of wrapper, and LASSO. 

 
It is worth mentioning that in the wrapper feature selection of high dimensional 
datasets, most of the classifiers selected different number of features, having 
almost similar features(genes) among them. The results of the reduced dataset 
after the application of the wrapper are tabulated in Table 4. One can see that all 
of the classifiers selected a very low number of genes with highest accuracy. The 
best approach for wrapper application is to achieve multi-objective feature 
selection, in which the highest accuracy with few subsets of features can be 
obtained, especially in the cancer informatics. 
 
Table 4: The effect of filter and wrapper on the number of selected features by the applied classifiers in all the 

datasets. 
 # Features 

after filter # Features in the best subset after wrapper 

Dataset # Original 
features  RliefF Bayes Net  Naïve Bayes  k-Nearest 

Neighbour  
Support 
Vector 
Machine  

Colon 2000 100 3 4 8 2 
Prostate 6033 100 3 3 5 2 
Leukaemia 3051 100 3 5 2 9 
Mice 
Protein 82 - 4 5 6 5 
Yeast 8 - 7 7 7 7 
E-coli 7 - 6 6 5 5 
 

Datasets Status Bayes Net 
(%) 

Naïve 
Bayes (%) 

k-Nearest 
Neighbour (%) 

Support Vector 
Machine (%) 

Lasso 
(%) 

Mice Protein original 94.4 87.5 99.3 100.0 99.5 
wrapper 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 - 

Yeast original 56.7 57.6 52.2 57.0 56.0 
wrapper 56.7 57.9 52.2 56.7 - 

E-coli original 82.1 85.4 80.3 84.5 81.9 
wrapper 82.1 85.4 81.2 83.9 - 
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The LASSO feature selection method was also applied to both high and low 
dimensional datasets and the results are shown in Table 3-a. It was also applied to 
the original and filtered high dimensional dataset, and to the original low 
dimensional dataset. It can be seen that the performance of LASSO on the high 
dimensional data is better than its performance on the low dimensional data. This 
is because LASSO is a dynamic feature selection tool which uses regression 
analysis and as such, might be inappropriate for low dimensional datasets.  A 
further insight provided by the results given in Table 3-a, is the indication that 
LASSO performed better on high dimensional datasets without prior feature 
selection, than on those with prior feature selection (filter methods). This is 
because LASSO combines the ability of filter and wrapper feature selections. 
Generally, the classification methods showed a competitive performance for all 
applications. It is a rule of thumb that none of the machine learning methods do 
well for all datasets and not all of them illustrate similar performances on the 
same dataset. Nevertheless, from examining the results, it can be suggested that 
K-nearest neighbour did not perform well when compared with the others, while 
the rest showed similar performances. 
Additionally, in terms of the high dimensional datasets (Leukaemia, Colon, 
Prostate), when compared with previous studies which were undertaken using 
only classification [34, 35], the results of this study showed better accuracy after 
using filter and wrapper, as well as the application of LASSO for the high 
dimensional data set. It can be concluded that for the selected classifiers, the 
application of combination of wrapper with filter and LASSO compete well in 
terms of the classification accuracy. 
 
5      Conclusion  
Bioinformatics data are typically datasets with a large number of attributes. 
Feature selection has been used on various ranges of data, including both low and 
high dimensional data, although it is primarily utilized with high dimensional data 
to remove redundant and unwanted features. This paper implemented a range of 
different feature selection - including ReliefFfilter, Wrapper subsetEval with 
greedy search, and LASSO as embedded feature selection. Filter was applied 
individually and incombination with wrapper for high dimensional data. Wrapper 
and LASSO were applied directly to low dimensional data. LASSO was applied 
to high dimensional data for original and filtered data. Regarding the high 
dimensional data, it was illustrated that the combination of filter and wrapper 
performs better, when compared with applying classification directly on the 
original and filtered data, in terms of accuracy, balanced sensitivity with 
specificity and efficiency. The application of LASSO showed competitive 
performance with the application of combination of filter and wrapper for high 
dimensional data. However, for low dimensional data, performing only wrapper 
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on original dataset showed better performance when compared with other 
methods.  
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